From Short Reads to Chromosome-Scale Genome Assemblies.
A high-quality, annotated genome assembly is the foundation for many downstream studies. However, obtaining such an assembly is a complex, reiterative process that requires the assimilation of high-quality data and combines different approaches and data types. While some software packages incorporating multiple steps of genome assembly are commercially available, they may not be flexible enough to be routinely applied to all organisms, particularly to nonmodel species such as pathogenic oomycetes and fungi. If researchers understand and apply the most appropriate, currently available tools for each step, it is possible to customize parameters and optimize results for their organism of study. Based on our experience of de novo assembly and annotation of several oomycete species, this chapter provides a modular workflow from processing of raw reads, to initial assembly generation, through optimization, chromosome-scale scaffolding and annotation, outlining input and output data as well as examples and alternative software used for each step. The accompanying Notes provide background information for each step as well as alternative options. The final result of this workflow could be an annotated, high-quality, validated, chromosome-scale assembly or a draft assembly of sufficient quality to meet specific needs of a project.